REMEMBERING THE CRYSTAL PALACE

PARK MASTER PLAN

New Sun Shelter (125 sqm)
Reconfigured Path
New Spray Pad (250 sqm)
Inspired by Historic Crystal Palace Facade
Ground Jets and Misting Sprays
Existing Swings
Crystal Palace Facade Pattern Extended into
Adjacent Paved Buffer Around Spray Pad
Plaza Inspired by the Shape of
Crystal Palace Architectural Footprint
Existing Tree to Remain
Armour Stone Marks Palace Foundations
New Tree
Crystal Palace Foundation
Approximate Location for Reference

SUN SHELTER PERSPECTIVE VIEW

SUN SHELTER SECTION VIEW

SPRAY PAD SAMPLE IMAGERY

Patterned paving expresses an exciting theme.
Vertical jets create opportunities for play.
Paving pattern details evoke nostalgia.

STONE SEATING SAMPLE IMAGERY

Arched jets provide shape and energy.